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Our Purpose

 Overview of Missouri’s demographics;
 Overview of Missouri’s response to the pre-

employment transition service requirements;
 Understanding of the variety of services offered 

to potentially eligible students in Missouri.
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The purpose of the presentation is to share information about Missouri’s response to the Pre-ETS requirements and how we are serving students statewide.



Let’s Talk About Missouri
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Missouri is known as the "Show Me State". It may have gotten its nickname because of the devotion of its people to simple common sense. The 'Show Me State' expression may have began in 1899 when Congressman Willard Duncan Vandiver stated, "I come from a state that raises corn and cotton, cockleburs and Democrats, and frothy eloquence neither convinces nor satisfies me. I'm from Missouri, and you have got to show me." 



Gateway Arch
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What do you think of when you think of Missouri?Fun Fact:  The Gateway Arch in St. Louis is the tallest man-made national monument in the United States.At the St. Louis World's Fair in 1904, the ice cream cone was invented. An ice cream vendor ran out of cups and asked a waffle vendor to help by rolling up waffles to hold ice cream. Also introduced at the fair were cotton candy, iced tea, and Dr Pepper.�



Food
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Kansas City is known for its BBQ. Kansas City, Missouri has more fountains than any city in the world except Rome�



Mark Twain
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The Adventures of Tom Sawyer and the Adventures of Huckleberry Finn were set in Mark Twain’s home town of Hannibal. 



Springfield
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Springfield is the home of the Sporting Goods Store – Bass Pro Shops. 



The Ozarks
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Missouri also is proud to claim the beautiful Ozark Mountains.  



Missouri
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114 Counties and 1 independent cityBoth metropolitan and rural areas; This creates a variety of barriers, but lack of transportation is a common theme in both areas. Some areas of the state have few opportunities in terms of industry. Agriculture – crops and cattleMetropolitan – have more variety in opportunitiesSome areas of the state require an hour drive or more to access services



Setting the Stage - Relationships

 Longstanding collaboration with Department of 
Elementary and Secondary Education

 Efforts to coordinate services long before the 
Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act was 
implemented

 Vocational Rehabilitation assigned to every 
public high school 

 Dedicated transition counselors around the state 
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In Missouri VR is housed under DESE. VR and DESE OSE have worked collaboratively together for many years, including planning a yearly Transition Training Institute which school districts as well as VR Counselors attend. Sessions at the TTI revolve around transition and strive to educate all who work with students with disabilities.  Attendance has increased to include not only school districts and VR Counselors, but also DYS, Department of Corrections, DMH, DWD, and others. 



The Breakdown - Capacity

 Missouri has:

 566 Public High Schools
 17 Charter High Schools
 267,868 high school students grades 9-12
 20,685 students on an IEP, ages 16-21
 24 VR offices
 Approximately 148 Vocational Rehabilitation 

Counselors statewide
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It is unknown the number of 504 students in Missouri – This data is collected on a local school district level.  In WIOA the age of transition begins at age 14, while in Missouri the age when transition services must begin is 16. We have identified this as the age at which Pre-ETS services may begin for those students who require those services to reach their employment goal.  However, Pre-ETS services may begin as early as age 14 if the IEP team has deemed Pre-ETS services necessary and documented such in the IEP.  



Enhancing Partnerships

Existing Relationships

Community Rehabilitation Agencies
Centers for Independent Living
Governor’s Council on Disability
University of Missouri – Kansas  City
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Missouri VR has relationships with multiple agencies, but governmental and private. Those relationships are all positive, but as we were developing our plans we focused on some specific partnerships that could be expanded quickly. In response to the new requirements, we evaluated our existing relationships.  Missouri already had working relationships with several groups that provided services to youth:We already had a good relationship with our Community Rehabilitation Programs, so it became logical for us to develop our summer work experience programs based upon those relationships. Missouri has 22 CILs located across the state providing services to citizens in every county. We leveraged that resource and relationship to provide programming for potentially eligible youth around three of the Pre-ETS services: Job Exploration; Work Readiness Training; and Self-Advocacy/Peer Mentoring. CILs had to submit an application outlining which services they planned to provide and when. VR staff reviewed their applications. Not every CIL participated – it was completely voluntary. VR staff are involved in our Governor’s Council on Disability and the planning of the Missouri Youth Leadership Forum. We simply expanded our involvement.VR has worked on several grants with UMKC, so participation in the Summer Transportation Institute they offer to KC youth was a natural progression. Chris Clause will be going into more depth regarding these relationships and the programs that were developed as a result.



The Bigger the Challenge, the Bigger the 
Opportunity
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As mentioned previously, Missouri realized we had a capacity issue, with over 20,000 students age 16-21 on an IEP. Building upon the collaborative relationships we already had in the state, VR developed a partnership with the University of Missouri, College of Education to help us with our capacity to reach more students. We are very proud of this partnership, and Bob Simpson will be providing more detail about their service delivery, statistics, and a new data system the university has developed as a result of our partnership.



The Benefits

 All 23 were teachers who already had a passion 
for working with youth

 Impartial providers of Pre-ETS services
 Motivated to work with students
 Missouri Vocational Rehabilitation was able to 

increase our capacity and reach more students

Beginning of a good service!
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From the beginning of the program, there were definite benefits to our partnership with the University of Missouri. 



The Challenges

 The program started with 23 Pre-Employment 
Transition Specialists – but this was not enough

 Collaboration on the local level between the Pre-
ETS Specialists, VR Counselor, and high school 
varied across the state

 Lack of understanding among partners about 
how Pre-ETS Specialists and the VR Counselor 
worked together

 Pre-ETS Specialists were initially viewed with 
some “suspicion” 
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There are always challenges when you begin a new program from scratch.  These are just a few of the challenges we faced.



Continuous Evaluation and Improvement

As our programs have developed:
 Increased the number of Pre-ETS Specialists
 Provided guidance and training to both Pre-ETS 

Specialists and VR Counselors regarding how to 
work together

 Developed a formalized process for referrals from 
the Specialists to the VR Counselor

 Emphasis on Communication!

Beginning to assess how we can take the partnership 
to a new level to benefit students. 
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We are not afraid of change. As we gather more information from our efforts, we have taken a pro-active approach to ensuring we are providing the best services possible.  That included increasing the number of Pre-ETS Specialists, improving our data collection systems, and putting systems in place to provide more support to staff. Went from 23 Pre-ETS Specialists to 37 – 6 of whom provide services in the Missouri State Schools for the Developmentally Disabled.Developed local and regional meetings between VR and the Pre-ETS specialists, planning for meetings at least 3 times per year to enhance relationships.Referrals to be sent to VRC with Transition Snapshot attached and a narrative of any pertinent information.Communication, communication, communication! Positivity, positivity, positivity!Further developed internal relationships – such as the VR Business Team in a collaboration with the MU Pre-ETS Specialists. In 2017 we had the Groundhog Job Shadow Week. In 2018, we are partnering to do Groundhog Job Shadow Month. Moving from compliance to improvement
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Enhancing Partnerships

Existing Relationships

Community Rehabilitation Agencies
Centers for Independent Living
Governor’s Council on Disability
University of Missouri – Kansas  City
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In response to the new requirements, we evaluated our existing relationships.  Missouri already had working relationships with several groups that provided services to youth:We already had a good relationship with our Community Rehabilitation Programs, so it became logical for us to develop our summer work experience programs based upon those relationships. Missouri has 22 CILs located across the state providing services to citizens in every county. We leveraged that resource and relationship to provide programming for potentially eligible youth around three of the Pre-ETS services: Job Exploration; Work Readiness Training; and Self-Advocacy/Peer Mentoring. CILs had to submit an application outlining which services they planned to provide and when. VR staff reviewed their applications. Not every CIL participated – it was completely voluntary. VR staff are involved in our Governor’s Council on Disability and the planning of the Missouri Youth Leadership Forum. We simply expanded our involvement.VR has worked on several grants with UMKC, so participation in the Summer Transportation Institute they offer to KC youth was a natural progression. Chris Clause will be going into more depth regarding these relationships and the programs that were developed as a result.



Enhancing Partnerships

 Community Rehabilitation Agencies
 Summer Work Experience Program with Community 

Rehabilitation Programs
 Centers for Independent Living
 Centers for Independent Living Pre-ETS Program

 Governor’s Council on Disability
 Missouri Youth Leadership Forum

 University of Missouri – Kansas  City
 Missouri Youth Leadership Forum- Summer 

Transportation Institute 
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Tell the 3 year story of how we leveraged existing partnershipsSWE – What: 6 week paid (min. wage) experience, 20 hours per week (16 working/4 soft skills) in a CIE setting supported by CRP	So – this is an IPE-based serviceWhy:  research supports early work experiences –            March L-ship meeting – rough idea was proposed and group starting talking about first jobs.	           through our existing partnerships with CRPs it was easy – highlight importance of established partnership          started 2015Who: 2015 – 126 students– getting started (2-3 months of planning)           2016 – 504 – rapid growth (4x the size), 164 schools           2017 – 655 – right-sizing based on the market (growth plus, figuring out what the right # of sites is – more sites 		created than we filled)CRPs – roughly half participated – representing coverage that potentially  touches every county	Types of employers: Insurance, health care, food service, retail,   several niche jobs – equine rehab, minor league baseball, CIL – Like CRPs, we have a longstanding partnership with CILs. We saw that not only are they able to provide effective Pre-ETS services, but we saw the opportunity to engage young people with their local CIL and the potential for a lifetime resource.  CILs apply annually for funds to support their proposed program.2015 – 14 of 22 CILS160 Total Students2016 – FY 201617 of 22 CILS260 Total Students2017 – 13 of 22 CILsWeek-long sessions that covered topics such as budgeting, social skills, self-advocacy, accessing community resources, interviewing skills, job shadowing, benefits planning, etc.GCD – Students worked on skills in disability awareness, leadership, employment, advocacy. They attended a day at the capitol and did a mock session of introducing and voting on a bill. We had an employment day with an employer panel, mock interviews and career/resource fair. Clients made individual leadership plans throughout the week and are invited to participate in advocacy summits this year to continue to work on these skills. Many of the volunteers for the week are former MOYLF participants who return as volunteers and mentors. There are usually about 25 students a year and these are the goals:Develop leadership skills to ensure that all youth with disabilities will realize their full potentialDevelop career strategies that increase the youth’s potential for employmentPromote inclusion of people with disabilities in all aspects of societyParticipate in policymaking or practices that affect youth people with disabilitiesVR provided support for 2015 – 17 (4 had a VR case)2016 – 23 (4 had a VR case) 2017- 24 (8 had a VR case)UMKC – University of Missouri – Kansas City offers a summer transportation institute for teens designed to provide insights and information into career pathways in the transportation industry. Youth have an opportunity to explore careers associated with land, air, rail, and water. They also learn about the government and private businesses associated with the transportation industry.   In the summer of 2016, VR provided assistance to 5 students with disabilities in the Kansas City area to participate in the summer institute.  In 2017, VR provided assistance to 4 students with disabilities to participate.   
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New Partnerships
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Building upon the collaborative relationships we already had in the state, VR developed a partnership with the University of Missouri, College of Education to help us with our capacity to reach more students. 



How We Deliver Our Services

Regional Transition Specialists
Teachers vs. Counselors
Meet Schools Where They Are (Individualize 

and Innovate)
Never Add to Educator Workload
Relationships/Friend Making Business
Results Orientation
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MU Pre-Employment Transition Services

Not professional development
Not a program where educators must 

collect data, assess, etc.
Not something the district must pay to 

utilize
Not a lot of additional paperwork
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“Simply trying to provide additional transition services to more students at an earlier age with minimal effort from the teacher and maximum effort from the pre-employment transition specialist.”



MU Pre-ETS Resource List

 PII - Pictorial Interest 
Inventory

 Transition Alliance - ME! 
Scale (and related lessons)

 ME! Scale 

 College & Career 
Competency Framework 
(KU)

 Missouri Connections (log in 
as guest to look)

 IDEAS

 Holland

 Next up Transition 
Curriculum

 Skills to Pay the Bills

 O Net

 Me Scale (from the Zarrow
Center – University of 
Oklahoma)

 I’m Determined

 I Can Work Curriculum 
(more challenged students)

 Charting the Life Course
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Transition Portfolio 
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Transition Snapshot

The Evolution to Pre-AWARE
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https://dev-pre-ets-web.missouri.edu

https://dev-pre-ets-web.missouri.edu/


Final Data for 2016/2017 School Year

Services provided:
Total Districts: 398
Total Buildings: 466
Total Students: 6487
Groundhog Job Shadow Experiences: 736
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Initial Data for 2017/2018 School Year
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Moving Forward

 Increasing # of Pre-ETS Specialists

 Expanding Students Served 
(Horizons)

 Guiding Questions – Are we making 
a positive difference?
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Groundhog Job Shadow Month
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Success Stories
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More Success Stories
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More than Compliance
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 2017 and beyond

 Continue to refine each individual approach

 Integration and Synthesis
 How do we serve the most people?
 VRC is the hub of the wheel
 Re-thinking how we engage with our partners

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I thought I might share where we are in our compliance efforts - The top bullet is self-explanatoryBottom bullet – talk about the goal of serving the most people we can given the resources we have. As Jeanne says, making sure that our Pre-ETS efforts are more than just a referral source.The point about VRC being the hub- I was going to describe our efforts to collect and make use of the Pre-ETS information that we are generating in a manner that is meaningful to VRCsLast point is that as we develop those capabilities, it will allow us to re-think how we engage with our partners (ie CRP services).My main point – in addition to tying a bow on things is to impress upon folks that we are 1) we are focused on ensuring that our compliance efforts become a meaningful part of our service delivery system 2) we are not done by any stretch of the imagination and 3) that as we continue to move forward we learn more about our system and continue to uncover new opportunities  for improvement.



Questions and Answers
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Kim.Gee@vr.dese.mo.gov
Chris.Clause@vr.dese.mo.gov
Simpsonra@missouri.edu

Contact Us35
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